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“Do you know what pirates look like? 
Where do they go? What do they do? Why? 
In this story, there is a good pirate called Smiler, 
who has a parrot called Stickybeak. 

They play a clever trick on the bad pirates.”

•  Use contextual clues to read unknown words.

•  Focus on use of adjectives to enhance text.

•  Use commas to aid phrasing and fluency.

•   Discuss use of upper case letters for names.

•   Locate compound words:  Stickybeak  away

•   Study contractions:  I'll  Don't

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities. 

•  Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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      ,        A long time ago there was a
        .  bad pirate called Greedy Gus

          He stole treasure from ships
          .  sailing far away on the sea

            The sailors on the ships were
      .  very frightened of him
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              They went to see a good pirate
  ,      .called Smiler and his parrot

"             ?"  Will you help us trick Greedy Gus
      .  asked the frightened sailors

" ,      ,"    .  Yes I'll help you said Smiler
"           . I would like to trick him

    ,  ."Stickybeak likes tricks too
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              Smiler made a clever plan to trick
          .Greedy Gus and his bad pirates

            He saw their ship through his long
,          .telescope as they sailed far away

          Stickybeak flew high over the sea
    .to follow them
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